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Greenblatt’s Magic Formula and Price Momentum
Stock Screener

Our mission is to identify assets that capitally healthy at reasonable valuations. According to
our company’s value, we need to find assets that fundamentally good and timely correct in order
to capture the opportunity in the market and accumulate value stocks. Therefore, we combine
Greenblatt’s magic formula and price momentum for our asset’s screening.
Greenblatt’s Magic Formula
Greenballt’s magic formula is a simple and easy screening method that relies on quantitative
screens, and is designed to beat the stock market's average annual returns. It outlines two
criterias: companies cost of capital and stock price. The formula helps us to screen good
companies, in average, and in a cheaper price, in average.
According to Greenblatt, we need to paying a bargain price when we purchase a share in a
company, in other words, we need to purchase an asset that earns more relative to the price we
are paying (high earnings yield). Note that we also need to buy a good company rather than the
bad one, therefore, we should select asset has higher rates of return (relatively higher ROC). In
short, Greenblatt formula helps us to buy above-average companies at below-average prices.

The formula is calculated based on 2 ratios:
1. Earnings Yield = EBIT / Enterprise Value
2. ROIC = EBIT / (Net Fixed Assets+Net Working Capital)
The individual components of this formula are calculated as follows:


Enterprise Value = Market Cap + Total Debt + Minority Interest + Preferred Stock −
Cash & ST Investments



Net Working Capital = MAX (Total Current Assets − Excess Cash− (Total Current
Liabilities − (Total Debt − Long Term Debt)), 0)
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Excess Cash = MAX (Cash & ST Equivalents − 20% * Net Sales or Revenues, 0)



Net Fixed Asset = Total Assets − Total Current Assets – Goodwill



Magic Formula = Rank (Rank (Earnings Yield) + (Rank (ROIC))

This formula doesn't work on all companies, so Greenblatt advises to set the following filters:
1. Set Market Capitalization to a value greater than 50 million dollars.
2. Exclude utility and financial stocks

The benefit of using Greenblatt formula:


Focus on strong companies at bargain prices



Eliminate the potential to cloud operating performance with debt payments and/or taxes



Instead of using only total assets in the calculation, Greenblatt uses total capital (which
includes working capital and net fixed assets) to isolate how much capital a firm needs to
operate



Measures how much of a return we could expect to get if we were to buy the whole
business (by dividing earnings-per-share by current share price)

The drawbacks of using Greenblatt magic formula:


Does not eliminate psychological barriers to investing success



Does not work much for short-term trading

To cover the Greenblatt’s weaknesses, we need another method to capture opportunity for shortterm trading. So we screen the’good’ companies from greenblatt formula (high earning yield and
return on capital), then use this method to take short-term positioning: price momentum.
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Price Momentum
Momentum measures the velocity of price changes as opposed to the actual price levels
themselves. Momentum investing take advantage of market volatility by taking short-term
positions when stocks is going up and selling them as soon as they show signs of going down,
then moving the capital to a new position. By using price momentum, we’re looking for betterperforming stock than IHSG in the past 1 year and 6 month; the objective is to finding the best
stock-option for medium and long term investment.

The benefits of momentum investing:
1. Has potential to gain high profits over a short period of time.
2. Maximize Return on Investment by buying stock on their way up and then sell them
before the prices start to go back down.
3. Take advantage of investors herding behavior by leading the price increase movement
and being the first that sell the stock and gain high return.

Drawback of momentum investing:
1. Risk and return tradeoff.
2. The fees may be expensive because of the high stock turnover.
3. Time consuming because investors need to watch the market details daily.
4. Work best on the bull market when stock prices are expected to rise.
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Stockbit Screener Guideline: Using Greenblatt’s Magic Formula and Price Momentum

1. Choose Screener menu on the top side of the Homepage. Click Preset Screener then choose
Guru Screener – Quality Investing Screener – Greenblatt’s Magic Formula.

2. Then automatically the stock result for using Greenblatt’s Magic Formula will show up as

bellow.
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3. Click Edit Screener to see the description of the screener method and the rules specification.
The Stockbit Screener features allow us to make unlimited modification, such as screening
based on the sector, change the stock universe, and even add more the rules. Here we are
going to add Price Momentum rules using specification as below. Click Add Rule – Basic
Ratio.
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4. Click Screen and here the results.
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